
ear Phil, 	 2/14/85 
The timing of your 2/12 is fine. I've gotta keep the legs up for a while, which I do when typing, and there's enough time before lunch to respond. Had to put Old 

eeithful in the garage for a little front-end work, which dole:pet try gutting hale.) 
You are correct, David isn't in the U.S. I don't know much about it but here is what I know. Somehow stud represents him, Bud was out of the eowitry when his office learnede that the U.S.K was about to send him back to Prance, ao Jim and abother in the office tried to make the system of justice work, without success. Jim expplained a delay in so.ething else by telling me this. The government gave Jim and the other 

person a runaround when they went to Now York and didn't get to see David, and then Jim saw Paris eeeeh, which had a picture of the shackled David deplaning, in sun glasses and bandaide on his face. The only thing else I know comes from a rather 
fine filing Bud gave some court that I read, detailing the history of David's 
forcible deportation from lrazil to the eS, etc. 

With regerd to the Pel and the critics first of all, its interest ia not 
limited to the e or 3 whosn work hurts it most end oecond of all, I do not believe 
that they made a carefulj analysis of the bettor works. I'll try to explain. 

Illustrating the first point, they have an enormous amount on the nutty engineer Thomsen. It is grist for their mill to have such corsestuff to grind so fine. They can anticipate a wide variety of uses and they are prepared. One is that they can equate all witb that kiwi of paranoia. 

It simply isn't possible that the He people did not know the actualities. They 
knoll their busines: and they know the dediciencies in what they did. They know very well whet they should have done and didn't do. Their interest is limited, first to covering the Bureau's ass and then, individuals, to cover their own. sometimes a smarty can make both coincide, as I'll illeoteete. Because of what they do know they do not want their files to hold a self-indictment and thus I believe they would avoid something like an analysis of my  books. Rathe- would they look for a sample they could pretend is characteristic, one of their nethods. When they would not find one they merely made things up, pontificating, beating their chests and backs in self-adulation at the sane time. I think I referred to an illustration you X= may want to Dee when you are here, of something they could not avpid. Hoover had to be right ale the time, no matter how wronf he was. So when he was wrong about trees on Houston they convinced him ho was right because there are, after all, treed on Elm. And he wan content. 

From the records I've seen they spent more tine convincine themselves and others that I was a dangerous red, based on fabrications and distortions mixed with omissions, than in oven mention of my work, other than in genralized characterization of it that also &isn't true. 

At the same titre I think it i.e necoasury to understand that there is a good probability they have a considerable amount of information hidden by the means of filing, like under 94 or "Re-arch "atters." You may went to keep this classification in mind re RIK stuff. In the field o flees, likely under 80, but with the probability that individual files on aritied and their organizations untie- 100 or 105. They can thus search and cone up with nothing by avoid file classifications they can describe as unrelated and irrelevant. (94 is also used for press and people ie it, lobbying, wtc.41so, I think, for some Hoover files.) So we really do not know what they have and I an only guessing that there is information filed an indicated above. 
Now, what could, they do about my handling of Shaneyfelt and what is related in my second bootie There is no error in it and there is no way they could analyze an error into it. All they could do in any such effort, if ever distributed, is call 

attention to themselves and what I report. So the Lab, perhaps eteueeyfelt personally, 



solved thei problem. Sbaneyfelt wrote a eemo to his boss, coepleto with all their 
pot lingo, like "diebolecel and vitriolic" to describe my writing (Hoover must have 
favored those words, they are used that often) and he proposed that the fair name 
of the FBI be protected by his filing a libel action againet me, if the FL1 would 
like him to. (Thus he lane displayed his loyalty.) That would "stop" me, his word 
also used by SA Marion Williams, who is specific in using it with regard to my 
writing. The Lab boss bucked the memo to Legal Cpunsel, where shortly there eecrged 
a memo holding that Shaneyfelt is hot a public person in the sense of legal 
decisions like the Times cane, and thorn the FBI could sun no through him. They 
as I recall seemed to recommend this. They did not ineuire into fact. They made 
no effort to learn if my writing is accurate. Their approval was bucked upward, 
where it also was well received, only Tolson thought it ought to be left up to 
their dedicated, loyal, self-sacrificing*, Sheneyfelt. Hoover OKed Tolson, eo it 
get beak to Sheneyfelt. 

You know very well that Shuneyfelt waaenot about to have his week and its 
accuracy examined in public in a court of law. I don't know about ecover and Toleon, 
but I'm inclined to believe that others also were well aware of this, certainly in 
the Lab. Sc, Shaneyfelt goes through a long reasoning on paper in which he concludes 
(as he below at the outset) that any litigation night, in fact, help no by promoting 
the sale of the book and thus call my allegedly unfair criticism of the flawless 
ral to more public attention than it would oeher.ise get and maybe it would, after 
all, be better for the FBI if they juatIropped it imeYead of suing. 

Shaneyfelt, an old timer, also know at the outset that —oulfer U48 just horri-
lod at any thought of the FBI involved iaa civil litigation, as Sullivan's book 
makes clear. 

So nothing kora happened and they had all these nice, oncosided records to 
flash around int ,really if they were ever finked about what I wrote, as I'm sure 
they never were. nheneyfelt hay drotected himself and the Del in the way they 
like, he was off the hook, internally they were off the hook, the best of possible 
eorlds. 

hour did he eersuede thee who read his initial memo that I'd done all those 
terrible things to him? Be misrepresented one of the things I wrote, pretending that 
I had told the world that he, not the Commiseion, was in charge of its= reconstruction 
of the crime. I referred only to the nhotopelohic reenactment, and hn wee in charge 
of that. But it was easy to sake all the others believe that I'd said what I had 
not and they hed no trouble understending that the Conmieeion was in charge of the 
Commision's work. 

This represents standard FUI operatine p roeednre and political practise. 
It is heavy-handed, outrageous, indecent, and for then it works. They can 

get away id.* anything ii they can make and kind of showing, an their inteenel 
records are created with that in mind. 

Given their vulnerability with regard to the assassination, my hunch in that 
they are as prepared an tear think they nay need to be, their own way. 



February 12, 1985 

Dear Harold, 

Much thanks for the copy of your petition and for your 2/3/85 and 
2/4/85. I don't teach constitutional law or anything remotely related, 
except the politics of FOIA. I guess the Reagonite judges don't have to 
read the petition to decide a case. They can simply do it by ideology, 
like Chinese courts deciding cases by consulting the sayings of Chairman 
Mao. 

Christian Jacques David isn't in the U.S. is he? 

"Brutal", in reference to your riticism was simply hyperbole for 
Candid, not for any offense taken on any emotional punishment. You do, 
and have, "serve my interest" well with your generous time and input, 
all of which is appreciated greatly. 

Glad to hear you are taking a little time for fun. Maybe you're 
lucky that Flutie went with the Uatei,, since their games will fill in the 
hiatus between the Skins and the birds (myself I love the 49'ers and 
Celtics). 

I will indeed rethink the Zapruder piece, as you suggest. Your 
thoughts on Ferrie make a great deal of sense - fright without com-
plicity in the crime. Yes, very thought provoking. 

I know Hoover and the Bureau would disect all of your writing in 
detail, cause it is so damning to the Bureau and so visible. But my 
point was that I believed that this was confined to 2-3 of the most 
visible critic. 

Jim says we got a response from FBI on RFK, but I haven't seen it 
yet. I think he said they admitted having 100,000 pp. (3,777 released 
to date). I'll let you know if there is any development. 

Best Regards, 


